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Abstract

The primary aim of cancer treatment is to remove malignant cells while conserving parenchymal tissue. Achieving appropriate margins can be difficult for deep brain tumors that are unsuited for conventional surgical interventions. One minimally invasive treatment option under research for these clinical cases is needle based therapeutic ultrasound (NBTU). The NBTU probe consists of a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer which, when excited, produces high frequency acoustic waves that are absorbed by the tumor leading to localized heating and death of cancer cells. In order to effectively ablate the entire area of the tumor and minimize damage to healthy cells, model-based control of thermal dose may be necessary. In this work, we present a thermo-acoustic multi-physics COMSOL simulation of a two dimensional NBTU probe and validate the model using magnetic resonance thermal imaging (MRTI).

Introduction

The five year survival rate for malignant brain and central nervous system cancer was estimated at 35% between 2000 and 2015 [1]. Achieving appropriate margins when surgically treating complex shaped tumors is vital for reducing remission [2]. This can be particularly challenging in delicate tissues such as the brain. Treatment options that closely trace asymmetric tumor boundaries can conserve healthy tissue while removing cancerous cells.

Interstitial NBTU for conformal tumor ablation has been studied in recent years for these clinical cases [3–5]. A small burr hole is made through which a cylindrical sectored piezoelectric transducer is inserted to the tumor site. Heating from the directed ultrasound waves produced by the transducer can be used to ablate a desired shape [6,7]. Monitoring of the heat propagation from the NBTU in real-time is possible with MRTI [8].

MRI compatible surgical robots have been demonstrated [9] which allow for precise placement of an NBTU probe in the brain. An ablation control system using thermal propagation modeling paired with a robot’s precision and under closed-loop from MRTI feedback may increase ablation accuracy. In this paper, we develop and experimentally validate a thermal model of the NBTU probe in a homogeneous medium using COMSOL 5.3a in two dimensions (2D), as a step towards incorporating such models into closed-loop control of the ablation boundary.

Operating Principle

The inverse piezoelectric effect refers to the capability of certain materials to strain when subject to an electric potential. Piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers make use of this property to rapidly oscillate under an applied alternating field to produce acoustic waves. These waves, when absorbed by the surrounding medium, cause heating. The change in temperature depends on both the properties of the transducer and medium.

The transducer geometry and material determines the ideal driving excitation frequency (resonance) as well as produced wave properties such as beam shape, directivity, and amplitude. The applied electric potential to the transducer drives the deformation and contributes to the overall energy deposition of the produced acoustic waves. Lead zirconium titanate (PZT) is a material that exhibits the inverse piezoelectric effect and is commonly used when designing ultrasonic transducers.

The medium properties control how well these waves are transmitted within the material. Acoustic attenuation...
refers to the decrease in wave amplitude as a function of distance traveled within the specified material. A large attenuation coefficient signifies waves are quickly absorbed. Thermal conductivity of the medium, the rate of heat transfer, and heat capacity of the medium, the energy required to produce a temperature change, also contribute to the observed heating induced by the transducer.

**NBTU Model Setup**

The NBTU probe developed by Acoustic Medsystems Inc (Illinois, United States) is shown in Figure 1. A 2D COMSOL component was used to build, in simulation, a cross-sectional slice perpendicular to the probe axis using the COMSOL geometry tools. A difference between two concentric circles (1.1mm inner diameter x 1.5mm outer diameter) was used to create the initial probe body. Four notches (0.1mm depth x 0.05mm width) were added such that the probe was segmented into 90° and 180° sectors as shown in figure 2 using the difference operator. Electrically exciting a given sector between a pair of notches can produce a 90° or 180° acoustic beam respectively. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT-4) from the COMSOL material library was selected as the probe material with no modifications.

The probe body was centered within a 100mm x 100mm homogeneous square that represented the acoustic phantom medium. A COMSOL blank material was imported with custom properties based on those measured in [10] consisting of a heat capacity at constant pressure of 3451 J/(Kg*K), thermal conductivity of 0.53 W/(m*K), density of 1058 Kg/m³, and speed of sound within the material of 1551 m/s. The inner circle of the probe in the simulation was also defined with this material since the mechanical properties of this region should have little influence over the modeled results.

**Physics Module Setup**

The acoustic-piezoelectric interaction - frequency domain multi-physics module was imported, bringing in the solid mechanics, electrostatics, and pressure acoustic physics interfaces.

The solid mechanics interface was applied only to the transducer. The probe was defined as a piezoelectric material and the inner circumference of the transducer was given a fixed constraint. A base vector coordinate system was created facing radially outward from the center of the transducer to define the poling direction of the piezoelectric element. This is accomplished by creating a transformation from the local coordinate frame (x1, x2, x3) into a cylindrical frame. Table 1 shows the resulting equations where (X,Y) refers to the material coordinate system and (x,y) refers to the spatial coordinate system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Vectors</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x1</td>
<td>-sin(atan2(Y,X))</td>
<td>cos(atan2(Y,X))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x3</td>
<td>cos(atan2(Y,X))</td>
<td>sin(atan2(Y,X))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Base vector coordinate frame used to give the poling direction of the piezoelectric element.

The electrostatics interface was also applied to the transducer. An electric potential of 7.8V was applied to the 90° notched segment of the probe as shown by blue curve in figure 2. This voltage was selected experimentally. The inner circumference of the transducer was defined as ground (red curve in figure 2).
The pressure acoustic interface was applied only to the acoustic phantom medium using the reference pressure for water and defining a typical wave speed for perfectly matched layers as 1483 m/s. The fluid model was set as “linear elastic with attenuation” where the speed of sound and density are imported from the material and the attenuation coefficient was set to 31.96 Np/m. A far-field and cylindrical radiation condition were applied to the external medium perimeter. The equation used within the pressure acoustic physics module was set to the frequency domain study used for the acoustic field calculation.

The bioheat transfer interface was also imported into the simulation and applied only to the acoustic phantom medium. The boundary of the medium was defined as thermally insulated. A heat source was created over the domain with a user defined function as shown in equation 1 where $Q$ is the absorbed ultrasound energy over the acoustic field, $acpr \cdot Q_{pw}$ is the dissipated power intensity, $step$ is a COMSOL step function from 0 to 1 with smoothing of 0.005, $t$ is the current time step of the simulation, and $t_{probeOn}$ is a constant that represents the total time the transducer should be activated. The resulting heat source, $Q$ is used within the Pennes’ Bioheat Transfer equation to model energy transfer from the transducer. Tissue properties are assumed not to change as the simulation progresses and blood perfusion is not considered.

$$Q = acpr \cdot Q_{pw} \cdot step(t - t_{probeOn})$$ (1)

### Determining Resonant Frequency

The resonant frequency, or natural frequency, of a piezoelectric transducer is largely dependent on the geometry and material of construction. At the resonant frequency the amplitude of probe deformation is at a relative maximum. To determine these key frequencies for the designed transducer, a COMSOL boundary probe was placed on the outer circumference of the two dimensional model to measure total displacement, $solid\cdotdisp$. A frequency domain study was used to sweep from 1 MHz to 10 MHz at 0.1 kHz steps to find those frequencies with the highest transducer deformation since the physical probes tend to operate within this range. This study only used the solid mechanics and electrostatics physics interfaces. The results of the study are shown in figure 4. Each peak was then qualitatively evaluated for beam pattern and acoustic intensity. The resulting selected resonant mode was 5.237 MHz.

### Computing Acoustic Pressure Field

The acoustic pressure field is a required component for deriving acoustic intensity and for calculating thermal propagation by the modeled transducer. A second frequency domain study conducted at the resonant frequency was created using the pressure acoustics, solid mechanics, and electrostatics physics interfaces. The resulting acoustic pressure field is shown in figure 5 and depicts a 90° ultrasonic beam pattern that attenuates with distance from the source. This result agrees well with the physical probe specifications.

### Computing Heat Propagation

A time domain study was conducted to simulate medium heating due to the acoustic energy produced by the modeled transducer. The study exclusively used the bioheat transfer physics interface and relied on the previously calculated acoustic pressure field study as a dependent variable. The study was conducted over 480 seconds with 3 second time steps. The transducer was enabled during the first 240 seconds producing heating in the medium and...
disabled during the second 240 seconds to allow for cooling via conduction. Surface plots of simulated medium temperature after 60, 120, and 240 seconds of insonation are depicted in figures 7(a), 7(c), and 7(e) respectively. The maximum observed temperature was 26.7 °C.

Experimental Validation

The heat propagation computed in the COMSOL time domain study was validated experimentally by monitoring an ablation under MRTI with the physical NBTU probe. A phantom built using the recipe in [10] and whose acoustic properties were modeled in simulation was used as the experimental medium. The NBTU probe was setup in the phantom as shown in figure 6 and placed within the bore of an Achieva 3T MRI scanner (Philips, USA). Two flex coils were placed on either side of the phantom for imaging. Scans were taken perpendicular to the probe axis and centered at the piezoelectric element. An echo planner fast field echo (FFE-EPI) scan at 1.5mm x 1.5mm x 4mm voxels was used. The NBTU probe was turned ON using the Theravision software (Acoustic Medsystems Inc, Illinois, United States) with a driving frequency of about 7 MHz. Ablation was conducted for 240 seconds followed by 240 seconds of cooling. Note that the excitation frequency of the probe used in the experiments was different from the simulation. This may be related to differences caused by specific probe construction.

A comparison between the developed COMSOL simulation and MRTI images are shown side by side for select time steps in Figure 7. A vertical line crossing through $x = 0$ for the simulated and measured temperature maps at $t = 240s$ is shown in figures 8(a) and 8(b). The corresponding thermal readings along this line are plotted in figure 8(c). Through this vertical line the computed RMS error between the simulated and experimental temperatures was 0.53 °C with a maximum computed difference of 1.54 °C.

Conclusion

A multiphysics simulation of a piezoelectric transducer used for interstitial NBTU brain tumor ablation was presented. Frequency domain and time domain studies were conducted for acoustic pressure field and thermal heating calculation respectively. The resulting thermal-propagation simulation was compared with experimental probe performance measured by MRTI showing a worst case error of 1.54 °C taken along a vertical line through the center of the transducer heating field. Future work will focus on exploring 3D modeling of ablation patterns created by these transducers as well as developing dynamic models of rotating probes for closed loop control schemes to be used by surgical robot systems. Non-static material properties and perfusion will also be explored in future models.
Figure 8. In (c), a comparison between simulated versus measured temperature readings along y at x = 0 for t = 240s as shown in (a/b). The break in the plot in (c) represents the probe center.
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